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Implementable feedback control of distributed parameter systems must often be 
based on reduced-order models due to the infinite dimensional nature of the actual 
open-loop system. The behavior of controllers designed via reduced-order models 
obtained with singular, perturbation techniques is analyzed. When such controllers 
are used in the actual distributed parameter system, the closed-loop stability is m 
question. The results presented here provide bounds on the smallness of the singular 
perturbation parameter to ensure stable operation; such a priori bounds may be 
used to evaluate potential reduced-order controllers for distributed parameter 
systems. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Distributed parameter systems (DPS) are described by partial differential 
equations. Examples of DPS include heat diffusion and chemical processes. 
wave propagation, and mechanically flexible structures, such as large flexible 
spacecraft and satellites, high-speed aircraft and surface vehicles, and large 
civil engineering structures, e.g., bridges and tall buildings. 
The state spaces for these systems have infinite dimension. Thus, it is 
impractical or impossible to implement feedback controllers based on 
complete models of these systems; hence, reduced-order models must be used 
for the controller design. A great variety of reduced-order modeling 
techniques exist for general systems, e.g., the bibliography of 1 I). and new 
techniques are presently being developed in the specialized areas like large 
aerospace structures, e.g., [ 2, 31. Of particular interest are the model 
reduction techniques based on asymptotic methods, such as multiple time 
scales and singular perturbations, e.g., 14-7 ] and the excellent survey 18 1. 
These papers address the large scale, but finite dimensional or lumped 
parameter. systems: to our knowledge, very little has been done with 
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asymptotic methods for DPS with the exceptions: [9, Chap. 5; lo], and the 
survey [ 111. 
Our interest here is less in the area of derivation of reduced-order models 
for DPS (although that is an important topic in its own right); rather, we are 
concerned with the successful operation of the controller, designed on a 
reduced-order model, in closed-loop with the full system. Other work on this 
basic topic may be found, for example, in [2, 12-15 1, and, for singular 
perturbation methods, [ 16-241; none of these singular perturbations papers 
deals with DPS, with the exception of [24]. This paper extends the 
preliminary results on singular perturbations and stability for DPS obtained 
in [24] and obtains an upper bound on the singular parameter for stable, 
closed-loop operation. Our results for DPS are in the same spirit as those of 
[21-231 for lumped parameter systems; the method of proof is different due 
to the infinite dimensional nature of the DPS problem. 
We consider linear, time-invariant distributed parameter systems with the 
form 
f3V 
z=Av+Bf, v(O) = 00 7 
(1.1) 
y = Cv + Df, 
where the state v is in a Hilbert space H with inner product (.,.) and 
associated norm ](. ]] and the control vector f and observation vector ~7 have 
dimensions A4 and P, respectively, which denote the number of (independent) 
actuators and sensors. When the system (1.1) is a distributed parameter 
system (DPS), the dim H = oo and the operator A is (usually) an unbounded, 
differential operator with domain D(A), containing all states which satisfy 
the boundary conditions of the problem and dense in H, while the input and 
output operators B and C have finite rank M and P, respectively, and D is a 
P X A4 matrix. 
The operator A generates a Co semigroup U(t) on H. This semigroup U(t) 
is usually exponentially stable, i.e., it has the growth property 
where K, > 1 and 6, > 0. In physical systems of “hyperbolic’‘-type, energy 
dissipative mechanisms make (1.2) true, even for DPS; however, 6, may be 
quite small, as it often is in the case of large aerospace structures [2]. 
In the following sections, we develop the general idea of reduced-order 
models for the systems of type (1.1) and obtain results on the operation of 
controllers, based on these reduced-order models, in closed-loop with the 
actual system (1.1). 
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2. REDUCED-ORDER MODELING 
Let H, and HR be subspaces of the total state space H with dim H, = 
N < co and H = H,.@H,. Define the projection operators P:,- and P, (not 
necessarily orthogonal) and let D.~ = P,. L’ and ~1, = P, 11. This decomposes 1’ 
into L’ = L’, + ~1~ and system (1.1) into 
A’,, 
;,t=A,~V+A.VR~3R +B,Vf, c,(O) = P,r,. (2.1) 
~=A~,~L.,\+A~v~+BRI: VR(0) = P, 1’,,. (2.2) 
.I* = C,,v.,- + C, vR + Df. (2.3) 
Note that all parameters. A,V, A,., , etc., with the exception of A,, are 
bounded operators because they involve projection onto the finite dimen- 
sional subspace H,V. We abuse notation slightly by writing 6, for %v,/Zt. 
Henceforth, we assume that A, generates a semigroup ok(t) on H, which 
satisfies the growth condition: 
I/ u,(f)ll < KR cdRr. t > 0, (2.4) 
where K, >, 1 and 6, > 0. In the special case of reducing subspaces (i.e.. both 
H., and HR are A-invariant), 6, = 6, and K, = 11 P, /I K,, where 6,. K, are as 
given in (1.2). In general. K, and 6, depend on the choice of H,,. H, 
subspaces. The growth condition (2.4) will hold for “parabolic.” as well as 
“hyperbolic” systems even though the more stringent (1.2) does not hold. 
The reduced-order modef (ROM) for the system is (2.1) and (2.3) with C, 
and A,-, assumed to be zero: 
it \‘= A,VC., + B,.f, l?,-(O) = P, L’,, .
F = C,, L;., + DJ 
(2.5) 
Thus, the ROM depends on what choice of subspace H,- is made and what 
type of projection qV is used (or alternatively, what HR is). The subspace H, 
is called the ROM subspace and the subspace H,, the residuals subspace. 
The terms A,, ~7~ and A,,krtl,V are called model error and B, f and C, L’~ are 
called control and observation spillover, respectively. 
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3. REDUCED-ORDER MODELING AND CONTROLLER DESIGN 
VIA SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS 
For certain choices of subspaces H,, HR in Section 2, it is possible to 
produce ROM’s such that (2.1)-(2.3) become 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
~‘=C,~u,~fC,v,+Df, (3.3) 
where the singular perturbation parameter E > 0 represents some small 
parameter dependence, such as electrical networks with parasitics or 
dynamical systems with small masses and time constants (see [25]); alter- 
natively, E may represent a ratio of time-scales in the system (see [ 71). This 
approach is especially valuable when the ROM is based on vibration modes 
for a mechanically flexible structure and the frequency separation of slow 
and fast modes can be used to provide the decomposition of (3.1)-(3.3). A 
survey of singular perturbation techniques for model reduction is presented 
in [8]. It should be noted that one of the most difficult tasks may be to 
formulate a particular DPS problem into the singular perturbation format 
(3.1~(3.3). Several authors (Kelley, Ardema, Calise, and Shinar) writing on 
aerospace applications have inserted the small parameter E into the system 
artificially with good results (see, e.g., the bibliography of [33]). 
The parameters such as A, may involve regular perturbations in E, as well, 
i.e., 
A,v=AO,.+ E&, (3.4) 
where x;, is bounded for all E and 2:. = 0. Also, it is possible to have 
multiparameter singular perturbations where several E parameters are 
present ; see, e.g., [26-271. To simplify the presentation, we shall not 
consider either of the above situations here. 
The singular perturbation ROM is obtained when E = 0 and is given by 
where A, = A,-A,A,‘A,,, & = B,-A,,,,A,‘B,, c, = C,b, -
C,A,‘A,,, and D = D - C,A; ‘B,. This is somewhat different from the 
usual ROM (2.5) due to the parameter correction terms involving A;‘. In 
the special case of reducing subspaces H,, H, (as in [24]), the model error 
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terms A,, and A,, ate zero, and x,v = A,,,, B,v = B,., and cv = C,v; however. 
o# D. Therefore, even in this special case the ROM (3.5) is not quite the 
same as the usual ROM (2.5). 
Note that the ROM (3.5) is finite dimensional (dim ~‘,v = N) and the 
parameters (X,v, B,, C .,,, 0) may be identified with their corresponding 
matrices in an appropriate basis for H.,,. Henceforth, we assume the ROM 
(3.5) is controllable and observable; for any ROM, this is easy to verify with 
the the usual rank tests for finite dimensional systems ([28. Chap. 111). 
Also. note that, although A, is usually not bounded for a DPS. A;’ is 
bounded due to (2.4). In fact, from [28. Theorem 8.91. 
IIAR’II < K,/b. (3.6) 
The reduced-order controller based on the ROM (3.5) is given by 
f= Gyz, 
i = &z + E,,, f + K,( J’ - p,. z(0) = 0, (3.7) 
f=C,z+Df, 
where dim z = N. This finite dimensional controller can be implemented for 
the DPS. and the gains G,, K, can be designed for closed-loop stability 
when E = 0; however, successful closed-loop operation is in question when 
E > 0, as it is in the actual physical system. 
4. MAIN RESULTS: CLOSED-LOOP STABILITI 
The fundamental question is whether a stable closed-loop reduced-order 
system (e = 0) will remain stable when the same controller (3.9) is used with 
the actual system (3.1)-(3.3) when E > 0 (although small). The answer. as 
given below. is that it will when E is small enough: bounds on the smallness 
of E are obtained. 
The closed-loop behavior of the total system (3.1)-(3.3) with the 
controller (3.7) is governed by 
where W, = ILT,te,c] T. e,V = z - L’,, 1~~ = L’~, and 
H A .v + B,. G., B, G, 
II 
= 
Q., 1 A,v-i@\.+Q,v ’ 
Qv= (K,C, -AA,,)A,‘(AR,+ L&G,), 
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1 ’ 
and H,, = A,. Note that H,, , H,,, H,, are all bounded operators, and H;’ 
is bounded by (3.6); therefore let 
When E = 0, (3.1) reduces to 
6, = H, 6, (4.3) 
which represents the reduced-order design consisting of the ROM (3.5) and 
the reduced-order controller (3.7) in closed-loop. The reduced-order closed- 
loop operator is given by 
- - - - 
H, = H,, - H,,H,‘H*, = 
A, + B,G,v B,vG,\ 
0 zq - REV c, 1 
which can be made stable by the choice of gains G,., K,,,, since the ROM 
(3.5) is assumed controllable and observable in Section 3. Therefore, let the 
transition matrix U,(t) associated with H, satisfy 
II ~&II < K, e-S1’, t > 0. (4.4) 
Furthermore, H, is bounded, 
llffll GM67 (4.5) 
where 
M,=M,+M,M,<K,/6,. 
When E > 0, we can write (4.1) as 
c=Hw= H,, H,* 
HaI& H,,IE w’ I (4.6) 
where w = [WY wz] . ’ ’ The primary question to be answered in this section is 
whether the semigroup U,(t) generated by H in (4.6) remains stable for 
small, positive s, i.e., 
t > 0. (4.7) 
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The answer is that it does remain stable and the following theorem+ur 
main result-gives a bound on the smallness required of E: 
THEOREM 1. Let the controller gains c?~, Kz. be chosen so that H, in 
(4.3) has stability margin 6, as in (4.4). There exists an s0 > 0 such that, for 
all 0 < e < E,, the closed-loop system (4.6)--consisting of the full-order DPS 
(1.1) and the reduced-order controller (3.7) based on the ROM (3Sbis 
(exponentially) stable and the controller state z converges (exponentially) to 
the reduced state ~1.~; this means (4.7) is satisfied. An upper bound for F,, is 
given b>* 
47 
“< (1 +M,)K,M2(M2+M,) .min ($.yM,). (4.8) 
where y is dejned later in Lemma 1, and K,. 6,.. in (4.7). are gicen b> 
6, = min(J,, 8Jco). (4.9) 
K, = K, KR( I + a + a*)‘~* (3 + 3M, + M;). (4.10) 
where 
8, = 6, - soK,MzM,( 1 + M,)(MI + M6), 
&-SR-~OKRMZ(l +M,). 
u = M,/lA 1. A =s^, -S2/co. 
and the constants are obtained from (2.4). (4.2) (4.4), and (4.5). 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. There exists E, > 0 such that, for all 0 < E < E, , the nonlinear 
mapping h(L) = H;$f2, + EH;~‘L(H,, - H,?L) deJned on L?= 
(L 1111, - H;.‘H,,II < 1) has a unique ftxed-point L* = L*(E) in 0 (hence. 
jl L * 1) < 1 + M,). Furthermore, z2 = w2 + L *w, transforms (4.1) into 
w 1 [ I[ H, - EW, H,2 w , ZZ 0 I[ 1 Hz2 +EL*H,? zz ’ (4.11) EZ2 
where W, E H,,H;*‘L*(H,, -H,,L*). An upper bound for E, is 
IMA +M,W, +Md-’ and we write E, = y[M4( 1 + M,)(M, + M,)] ‘. 
whereO<y< 1. 
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LEMMA 2. There exists E,, such that, for all 0 < E < E,,, 
[ll~,(t)ll2 +llz2wlY <~,e-Sc’[IIw,(0)l12 + IIz~W~T~‘~ (4.12) 
where KC = K,K,(l + a + (r2)“2 and a, 6, are the same as in Theorem 1. 
An upper bound for E,, is given by (4.8). 
The proof of Lemma 1 involves a contraction mapping argument ([ 29, 
Theorem II. 1.1, p. 241); however, the results of [ 301 might be used to obtain 
a different (possibly, larger) bound for E, . It is well known ([ 29, p. 241) that 
L* =limL,, 
where L, is obtained via the algorithm 
L ,c+, = WA k = 0, 1, 2,.. . . (4.13) 
and L, any member of f2. This algorithm may be implemented to calculate 
the desired L*. The following gives an indication of the convergence rate, 
llLk-L*II< wu -Yw,-L*ll~ (4.14) 
where y is defined in Lemma 1. 
The proof of Lemma 2, and hence Theorem 1, makes use of Lemma 1 and 
results from [28]. The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 and Theorem 1 appear in 
Appendixes I-III. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Our main result (Theorem 1) provides an upper bound (4.8) on the 
smallness of the singular perturbation parameter (E) which ensures stable 
closed-loop operation of a finite dimensional controller with the full-order 
distributed parameter system. Since the terms H,, and H,, in (4.6) appear 
because of spillover and model error, the bounds (and hence, the stability) 
improve when these terms can be reduced (i.e., when M, and M, can be 
made smaller). Lemmas 1 and 2 taken together form an infinite dimensional 
version of the Klimushchev-Krasovskii result [ 81. 
When the distributed parameter system can be put into the singular pertur- 
bation foimat, (3.1)(3.3), the stability condition presented here can be 
checked with only a limited knowledge of the unmodeled residuals present in 
the full-order system. This makes it possible to synthesize low-order 
controllers for distributed parameter systems via general reduced-order 
modeling techniques and analyze their operation in closed-loop with the 
actual system. Such a result appears to be particularly applicable to 
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distributed parameter systems with multiple time-scales or high-low 
frequency separation, as is often the case in large aerospace structures 
[ 2. 3 I I. The general modeling issue, i.e., obtaining a singular perturbation 
format, for large-scale or distributed parameter systems is quite complex: see 
I32 1 for further discussion. 
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APPENDIXI:PROOFOFLEMMA I 
We want to apply the contraction mapping theorem to h to obtain L ‘*. 
Consider any L in J2 and note that 
Also. 
I/h(L)-H??‘H?,lI=EIIH2Z’L(H,, -H,zL)l/ 
< EM, IIL IIW, + M? IIL II) 
< EMJ I + MS)(M, + M,) (1.2) 
because M, = M, + M2M, in (4.5). Therefore h(L) is in Q when 0 < 6 < I:, . 
where 
&A = pf,(l + MSNM, + M,)I ’ (1.3) 
because 11 h(L) - ff;z’H2, 11 < 1. 
Consider L and L’ in 0 and, from (Ll), 
Ilh(L) - h(L’)I( = E JIHzz’[L(ff,, - H,,L) - L’W,, - H,,L’)llI 
< EM,(IlJw,, - H,,L) - LW,, - H,?L’)II 
+ (ILW,, -H,zL’) - L’(H,, - H,zL’)Il) 
<EM4(IILH,*II +IIH,, -~,2~‘lI)IIL -L’ll 
< EM,(2( 1 + M,) M, + M, )I1 L -L’ II < /IL - L’ II (1.4) 
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when 0 < E < E,, where 
Es = [M#f, + 2(1 +M,)M*]-'. 
But, from (1.3), 
(1.5) 
E.4 = I(1 + M,)W(M, + MA1 + MS))1 -’
< [Cl + M,) KW, + 2M,(l + M5))l --I 
= EJ( 1 + M,). 
Therefore, eA < (1 + M,) E, < E, ; hence, we choose E, < E, and, from (1.4), h 
is a contraction on R. By the contraction mapping theorem ([29, 
Theorem 11.1.1, p. 24]), h has a unique fixed point L* in R for any 
0 < E < E, , i.e., 
L” = h(L*) = H$H*, + &H,‘L*(H,, -H,,L”) 
and, from (I.l), 
(1.6) 
lIL*II ,< 1 +M,. (1.7) 
Note that H,, - H,,L * = H, - E W,and, by substitution of z2 into (4. l), 
obtain 14, =H,,w, +H,,(z,-L*w,)=(H, -&W,)w, + H,,z2 and 
Eiz = &(l& + L *I%‘,) 
= H,, ~1 + H,,w, + &L*((H, - EW,) w, + H,,zz) 
= H,,[h(L*) -L*] w, + (H,, + cL*H,,) z2 
= (H,, + cL*H,,) z2 
by (1.6). This is the result desired. I 
APPENDIX II: PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Assume 0 < E < E,, < E, and, from Lemma 1, obtain 
ti, = (H, - E W,) w, + HIZzZ, 
&i2 = (H,, + cL*H,,) z2. 
Choose r = t/c and ,f2(r) = z*(t). Therefore, from (11.2), 
(II. 1) 
(11.2) 
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Hence. from Hz2 =A, and (2.4) and [27. p. 2151, 
II &(r)ll < KR epszr II~AO)ll. (11.3) 
where Jz=SR-sO(l +M,)M,K, because ~l/L.*H,~ll <co(l +M,)M?~ 
Choose 
q,<&[(l +M5)M2KR]-’ (11.4) 
so that 8: > 0. From (11.3) and I[z,(t)ll = liz^,(r)ll. obtain 
llzz(t)ll < KRe-‘S2’E’t Ilz,(O)/l 
< K 
R 
e - (&:!E”bt II zz(O)ll (11.5) 
because E < E,,. 
Chooseq,<d,[(l +M,)MzM,(Mz+M,)K,]~‘. (11.6) 
where S, and K, are given in (4.4); assume c0 satisfies (11.4) as well. Let 
s^, = 6, - q,K,MzM,( 1 + M,)(M, + M6) which is positive by (11.6). Since 
/I W, Ij < M2M,( 1 + M,)(M, + M,). we have, from (4.4). (II. l), (11.5). and 
128, p. 2151. 
II ~~‘I(t)ll < K, epS1’ I/ w,(O)~~ +Mz (-’ er;ls llz~s)/l ds 
‘0 I 
< K,e-‘l’ /I ~,(O)ll + MlKR I-r eJs ds I/~:(O)ll 
. 0 I 
< K,e-‘I’ /I w,(O)11 + M>K, 7 (II.71 
where A = 6, - &Jc,,. 
If A > 0. then (11.7) implies 
11 w,(t)11 < K,ep’szito)r II h,,(O)11 + 9 Ilz,(o)) . 
If A < 0. then (11.7) implies 
lI~~,(t)ll < K,e -61f 
( 
II ,v,(O)l/ + 9 llzm) . 
In either case. if 6, = min(S,, ~^JE,,), then 
/I rv,(t)ll < K,e-@ II w,(O)ll + * lIz2(ON) (11.8) 
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and, from (11.5) and (11.8) and K, and KR > 1, 
lIW)ll* + lI~~(~)ll* < (K,KRe-bc’>2 (/lz2(D)I12 + (Ilw(O)il + ~ir2(0)ll) ‘) 
,< (K,KRe-6c’)2 (1 + a + a’) (II w,(0)l12 + Il~2(~)l12h 
where a = M,/JAI and the easily verified inequality 
b* + (a + ab)* < (1 + a + a’)@’ + b*) 
is used with a = /] w,(O)]] and b = Ilz2(0)ll. Therefore, 
(II %(t)l12 + II z2wll*)“* 
< ZCce~6~1(~~ w,(O)]]* + ]]z2(0)(]*)“’ (11.9) 
We must choose s0 to satisfy (11.4), (11.6), and E,, < E, = y. 
[M4( 1 + M,)(M, + M,)] -‘, where 0 < y < 1. Note that, from (4.2), 
M, = K,/6,. Therefore choose E,, to satisfy 
4 
Co < K,(l +M,)M, * mm . ( 1, 4 YM2 K,W2+K5)‘M,+M, (II. 10) 
and this will meet all the requirements. However, we can reline (11.10) 
further because 0 < y < 1 and M,[M, + M,] -’ < 1; consequently, (II. 10) 
becomes 
4l 
so ’ KR M,( 1 + M&M2 + Me) 
min (g-y**) (11.11) 
which is the desired result. 1 
APPENDIXIII: PROOFOFTHEOREM~ 
Assume 0 < E < so, where e. given by (4.8). Consider that, from 
z,=w,+L”w,, 
where 
(III. 1) 
Q=[:* F] and Q-I=[_:, y]. 
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From Lemma 2, (X9), and (1II.I). obtain 
(III.2 j 
But 
/I Qw 11 = \/II IV, (1’ + /I iv2 + L *iv, I)* 
<(l +lIL*ll +lIL*II*)‘~?I(l\~ll’ (III.3 ) 
by use of the easily verified inequality: a’ + (b + era)’ < (1 + CI + cr’) . 
(a’+b’) with a=(lwJ, b=jl~‘~lj, and a = /IL *I/. Therefore 11 Qjl < 
(1 + IIL*jl + IIL*l/‘)“* and, similarly, ilQ-‘II < (1 + liL*(l + llL*l/‘)’ ‘. 
Note that, from Lemma 1 (1.7), /IL, * I( < 1 + M,. When these inequalities are 
substituted into (III.2), it is clear that the desired result is obtained. m 
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